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Abstract: The acoustic properties of the products or characteristic sounds become important factor for 
customers. Aim of this article is to describe term psychoacoustics as well as more closely specify used 
equipment for an evaluation of acoustics parameters of products. Results of the psychoacoustic analysis 
show characteristics similar to human hearing and offers possibilities for objective valuation of sound 
quality. The most effective tool for psychoacoustic measurement and analysis is binaural measurement 
technique – artificial head. Artificial head have two ears that are positioned at about equal height at the 
two sides of the head. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Humans, like most vertebrates, have two ears that 
are positioned at about equal height at the two sides 
of the head. Physically, the two ears and the head 
form an antenna system, mounted on a mobile base. 
This antenna system receives elasto-mechanical 
(acoustic) waves of the medium in which it is 
immersed, usually air. The two waves received and 
transmitted by the two ears are the physiologically 
adequate input to a specific sensory system, the 
auditory system.  
Specifically, it is the biological role of hearing to 
gather information about the environment, 
particularly about the spatial positions and 
trajectories of sound sources and about their state of 
activity. Further, it should be recalled in this context 
that interindividual communication is 
predominantly performed acoustically, with brains 
deciphering meanings as encoded into acoustic 
signals by other brains. 
BINAURAL MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY 
The aim of the artificial head measuring technique 
is, to get apart from the conventional possibilities of 
the evaluation, acoustic data with which the actual 
situation at the item under test is at any time 
callable. 
The noise analysis ability of the hearing is not 
attainable, respectively replaceable by any analysis. 

So that the noise analysis with the hearing 
functions, it needs a binaural input signal. This is 
made available with the help of the artificial head 
measuring technique. 
In air with 20°C, the speed of sound amounts to 
334 m/s. The human hearing is available to 
recognize very small time differences. If a sound 
event arrives somewhat earlier at the left as at the 
right ear, the event is noticed left. 
The localization of an acoustic source is made 
possible particularly by binaural hearing. The 
human brain evaluates the differences between the 
signals at the left and at the right ear and 
determines the direction of the acoustic source. 
Relevant parameters for detecting the direction are 
run time differences and level differences between 
the ears.[4,6] 

 
Figure 1. Human ear as analyzer (run time 

differences and level differences between the ears) 
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COMPARABILITY BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL AND 
BINAURAL MEASURING TECHNIQUE 
The four important characteristics of the human 
hearing: 
1. The external ear is an direction filter. The sound 

pressure will be influenced in the range +15 to 
30 dB. 

2. The human hearing has two entrances: 
⇒ binaural signal processing, 
⇒ sound localization, selectivity, squelch. 

3. The psycho-acoustics of the hearing determines 
the noise impression: loudness, sharpness, 
roughness and tonality. 

4. High resolution of the hearing in the amplitude, 
frequency and time interval. 

Hardly anybody would evaluate a sound with closed 
ears. However, this is still common practice for 
conventional acoustic and vibration measurements. 
Recordings with conventional measurement 
microphones are not suited for an aurally - accurate 
evaluation of an acoustic scenario, because 
substantial acoustic information such as the spatial 
array of sound sources and the selectivity of sound 
perception gets lost. [2, 4] 
Monaural technique (measuring with microphone 
figure 1): 
 recording with a precision microphone, 
 not all information are included, 
 recording of the sound pressure on just one 

point.  
Binaural hearing cannot be simulated by simply 
using two measurement microphones as “ear 
replacements”. Only after having taken the acoustic 
filter characteristics of the head and ears into 
account, do aurally-accurate, unaltered recordings 
become possible. [2] 
Binaural technique: 
 recording with an artificial head (Figure 2), 
 more close to the function of the human hearing, 
 makes all information e.g. for the direction 

hearing available. 
The binaural measurement system is a stand-alone, 
mobile measuring device that is ready to perform 
aurally accurate binaural recordings immediately 
after powering up. The patented artificial head 
geometry offers [4]: 
 a mathematically describable reproduction of the 

human head and shoulder geometry,  
 an accurate reproduction of all acoustically 

relevant parts of the human outer ear. 
Meaning of the binaural signal recording: 
» binaural hearing makes it possible to detect 

directions, 
» reducing of disturbance noise and of reverberate, 
» disturbance noise and utilizable sound can be 

separated more easily, 

» selective hearing, 
» binaurale loudness depends on the position of 

the acoustic sources, 
» the human head changes the sound field; a 

sound source on the left or right side is louder 
than if it comes from the front. 

 

 
Figure 2. Binaural measurement system – artificial 

head (Head acoustics and Brüel & Kjær) [4, 5] 
 

SOUND QUALITY AND PSYCHOACOUSTICS 
METRICS  
Generally speaking most working definitions 
include the concept of the audible suitability of a 
product when compared with a user’s expectation. 
Sound quality testing is an important design 
concept in the automobile and audio industries. 
Marketing studies in these areas can demonstrate a 
relationship between sound and non-auditory 
concepts e.g. luxury, power, speed, safety, expense 
[3] making the sound of a product an important 
design consideration. There are a large number of 
metrics, some of which are well defined and others 
which are not. Very few have been standardized 
and the usefulness of a particular metric is 
dependent on the nature of the sound being tested. 
he majority of sound quality metrics can be divided 
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into those that quantify some physical aspect of the 
sound (e.g. pressure level, frequency content) and 
those that try to quantify some physical effect taking 
place in the ear (e.g. impression of loudness, tone 
etc.) 
Some frequently used metrics are: roughness, 
sharpness, loudness, fluctuation strength, tonality. 

 
Figure 3. Binaural measurement of washing 

machine sound 
CONCLUSION  
Aurally accurate listening and simultaneous 
watching the analysis results, leads to detecting of 
certain noise components.  
Characteristics of aurally-accurate measurement: 
 recording of noise in the same way as the human 

hearing,  
 analysis comparable to the human signal 

processing, 
 subjective and comparative evaluation is 

possible, 
 reproduction of the selectivity of the hearing, 
 manipulation and synthesis from sound events 

can be used for forecast of modifications, 
 documentation of original acoustic events, 
Binaural measurement system is very good 
applicable in these sectors: 
 Examination and optimization of the sound 

quality of technical products: motor vehicles and 
car components, domestic appliances, office 
machines and power tools, 

 binaural measurements in product development 
and quality control, 

 sound design and product optimization. 
With the help of the binaural measurement and 
analysis the parameters of the noise can be detected 
(frequency, range, strength, etc.). With this 
information, with these data then e.g. activities can 
be seized to reduce unpleasant noise parts and all of 

these could be used for development of new 
products. 
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